Evolution of genes for allelic and isotypic forms of immunoglobulin kappa chains and of the genes for T-cell receptor beta chains in rabbits.
New insights into the evolution of the families of genes encoding immunoglobulins and T-cell receptors of rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) have come from molecular genetic studies. In contrast to human and mouse, rabbits were shown to have two genes for the constant region of immunoglobulin light chains (C kappa 1 and C kappa 2 isotypes) and complex allelic variants of K1 (allotypes). Although K1 allotype protein sequences differed at up to 41% of the amino acid positions, 3' untranslated, 5', and 3' flanking regions were conserved, and in the coding regions 78-80% of the codons with differences had replacement changes. Proportions of silent changes and changes in noncoding regions were comparable. Thus, in spite of their markedly different protein sequences, the K1b4, b5, and b9 allotypes appeared to be products of allelic genes. Molecular genetic analyses suggested that they may have undergone rapid divergence after an ancestral K2-like gene duplicated. Some rabbits were found to have two similar T-cell receptor C beta genes as do humans and many strains of mice, but others appeared to have three different C beta. In addition, we found allotypic forms of C beta. Some of the C beta allotypic differences occurred at positions where analogous C kappa allotypic differences were found. We also found V beta in mouse and human that were more similar to rabbit V beta than closely linked rabbit genes were to each other. This contrasts with rabbit immunoglobulin VH gene sequences that reflect concerted evolution. The data suggested that T-cell receptor V beta genes duplicated prior to mammalian radiation.